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Systematic studies on α-decay half-lives for

super heavy nuclei *
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Abstract Radioactive decay of super heavy nuclei via the emission of α-particles has been studied theoretically

in the preformed cluster model (PCM). The nucleus-nucleus (NN) potential is obtained by double folding the

density distributions of the α-particle and the daughter nucleus with a realistic effective interaction. The M3Y

effective interaction, supplemented by a zero-range pseudo-potential for exchange term, is used to calculate the

NN potential. The α decay half-lives for 317 nuclei at Z=102–120 are performed in the PCM framework with

the theoretical Q values extracted from the Möller-Nix-Kratz and Liran-Marinov-Zeldes mass tables and are

compared with the experimental data. The calculated results are also compared with those obtained by using

Q values from the Muntian-Hofmann-Patyk-Sobiczewski and Myers-Swiatecki mass estimates.
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1 Introduction

More than 40 years ago, theoretical study pre-

dicted that there was the possible existence of a stable

island of super-heavy elements (SHE) in the periodic

table [1]. An exciting challenge in the study of SHE

is the quest for a stable island, where the next magic

number beyond Z=82 and N=126 may be located

in the island. In order to do so, a continuing effort

has been devoted to the investigation of SHE both in

experiments and theoretical studies.

The synthesis of SHE has been apparently ad-

vanced in recent years [2, 3] using both cold (e.g.

Zn on Pb) and warm (e.g. Ca on U, Pu and Cm)

fusion reactions at GSI, Dubna and Riken. On the

other hand, much theoretical work on SHE is to ex-

plore the properties of these nuclei and the next pos-

sible magic numbers of both proton and neutron.

The macro-microscopic calculations predicted spher-

ical shell closures at Z=114 and N=184 [4]. In the

relativistic mean field (RMF) calculations, Rutz et

al. [5] predicted Z=120 and N=172 as the next magic

shells in the spherical RMF theory, meanwhile Pa-

tra et al. [6] using the axially deformed RMF the-

ory predicted Z=120 and N=184 as the next possi-

ble magic numbers for SHE. In the Skyrme Hartree-

Fock calculations with parameter sets of SKI3 and

SKI4 the most pronounced shell effects at Z=120 and

N=184 [7] are obtained, while in the Hartree-Fock-

Bogoliubov calculations with the finite range Gogny

force one predicted Z=120, 126 and N=172, 184 as

the possible proton shell closures [7]. Of late, Tapas

et al. [8] applied the new effective field theory to an-

alyze the isotopic and isotonic chains of SHE and

search the next shell closures. They predicted Z=120,

N=172 and Z=120, N=258 as possible spherical dou-

bly magic super heavy nuclei. As mentioned above,

most theoretical studies predict Z=120 as a possible

magic number of proton in SHE. To investigate if the

so-called stable island could really exist around the

above Z and N values, one could explore whether

these nuclei have long half-lives of α decay using a

quantum tunneling model.

It is known that theoretical explanations for α ra-

dioactive decay in terms of a quantum mechanical

barrier penetration are a great success. Previously,
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such researches were mainly concentrated on two the-

oretical models, one is the preformed cluster model

(PCM) [9, 10], and the other is the super asymmet-

ric fission model (SAFM) [11, 12]. Basu [13] intro-

duced double folding (DF) potential with M3Y and

density dependent M3Y (DDM3Y) to the PCM and

SAFM approaches to investigate the α decay half-

lives for SHE. The nucleus-nucleus (NN) potentials

between the α-particle and the daughter nuclei are

obtained in the DF model [14]. The DF potential

obtained using the M3Y effective interaction supple-

mented by a zero-rang pseudo-potential for the single

nucleon exchange is more appropriate because of its

microscopic nature. The DF potential with M3Y and

DDM3Y has been extended to investigate the decay

half-lives for SHE [15–20] in the PCM and SAFM ap-

proach recently. Although the two approaches with

the experimental decay energies can produce the α

decay half lives in good agreement with the experi-

mental data, both can lead to large deviations from

the experimental data while using theoretical Q val-

ues instead. Therefore a good mass formula is a

crucial factor for the theoretical predictions of the

α decay half lives. The main purpose of this work

is to test various mass formulae and systematically

study the α decay half lives for SHE. We adopt Q

values extracted from Möller-Nix-Kratz (MNK) [21]

and Liran-Marinov-Zeldes (LMZ) [22] mass tables,

which are calculated in a finite-range droplet model

and semiempirical shell-model mass equation respec-

tively. The α decay half lives for 317 nuclei (Z =

102–120) are performed in the PCM framework and

compared with the existing experimental data. The

present results are also compared with those ob-

tained from the other model [20] using Q values

from Muntian-Hofmann-Patyk-Sobiczewski (M) [23]

and Myers-Swiatecki (MS) [24–26] mass tables.

The paper is arranged as follows. The formulae of

the PCM are presented in Section 2, the calculated

results and discussions are given in Section 3, and

Section 4 gives a brief summary of this work.

2 Preformed cluster model and dou-

ble folded potential

Buck et al. [9, 10] proposed a preformed cluster

model for α-decay. The ground state of the parent

nucleus in this cluster model is assumed to be an α-

particle orbiting the daughter nucleus. The orbit is

denoted by a large value of the global quantum num-

ber G = 2n+L, where n is the node number of ra-

dial motion and L is the angular momentum. In the

PCM, the cluster is assumed to be formed before it

penetrates the barrier and its preformation factor is

included in the calculations.

The total interaction potential between the α par-

ticle and the daughter nucleus is equal to the sum of

the nuclear potential, the Coulomb potential, and the

centrifugal barrier,

V (R) = VN(R)+VC(R)+
~

2

2µ

L(L+1)

R2
, (1)

where R is the distance between the α particle and

the daughter nucleus, and µ =
MαMd

M
is the reduced

mass. Mα,Md and M are the masses of the α-particle,

the daughter nucleus, and the parent nucleus, respec-

tively. L is the angular momentum, a Langer modi-

fied centrifugal barrier is used with L(L+1) replaced

by

(

L+
1

2

)2

.

The nuclear potential VN(R) has been given in var-

ious forms. In the present work, the nuclear potential

is obtained in a double folding model as [14, 27]

VN(R) = λ

∫∫
ρα(r1)ρd(r2)v(ε,s)dr1dr2 , (2)

where λ is the renormalization factor, ρα and ρd are

the density distribution functions of the α particle

and the daughter nucleus, respectively. s = R+r2−r1

is the relative vector between interacting nucleon pair.

The density distribution function for the α-particle

has the Gaussian form [14, 27]:

ρα(r) = 0.4229exp(−0.7024r2) . (3)

The density distribution of the daughter nucleus can

be described by the spherically symmetric Fermi func-

tion [28–30]:

ρd(r) =
ρ0

1+exp((r−c)/a)
. (4)

The equivalent sharp radius rρ, the half density ra-

dius c and the diffuseness a for the Fermi density

distribution are given by [31, 32]:

c = rρ/(1−π
2a2/3r2

ρ
), rρ = 1.13A1/3

d , a = 0.54 fm .

(5)

The value of the central density ρ0 is fixed by equating

the volume integral of the density distribution func-

tion to the mass number Ad of the daughter nucleus.

The nucleon-nucleon effective interaction between

the α-particle and the daughter nucleus, is given by

the M3Y and has following form [14, 27]:

v(ε,s) = 7999
e−4s

4s
−2134

e−2.5s

2.5s
−276(1−0.005ε)δ(s) ,

(6)

where the last term is the zero range pseudo-potential

representing the single-nucleon exchange term and ε
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is the energy per nucleon.

The Coulomb potential between the daughter nu-

cleus and α-particle is taken as [28, 30, 33]:

VC(R) =



















ZαZde
2

R
R > Rc

ZαZde
2

2Rc

[

3−

(

R

Rc

)2
]

R 6 Rc,
, (7)

where Rc = 1.2A1/3
d and Ad is the mass number of

the daughter nucleus [28, 30, 33]. Zα and Zd are

atomic numbers of the α particle and the daughter

nucleus, respectively. The renormalization factor λ

in the nuclear potential is determined by imposing

the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition:

R2∫

R1

dr

√

2µ

~2
[Q−V (r)] = (2n+1)

π

2
= (G−L+1)

π

2
. (8)

The global quantum number G is given by, [34]

G =















20 (N > 126)

18 (82 < N 6 126)

16 (N 6 82) .

. (9)

The α decay width Γα is given by the following for-

mula, [10, 35]

Γα = PF
~

2

4µ
exp[−2

R3∫

R2

k(R)dR] , (10)

where P is the preformation factor, the factor F is

determined as:

F

R2∫

R1

dR

2k(R)
= 1 . (11)

And the wave number is given by:

k(r) =

√

2µ

~2
|Q−V (R)| , (12)

where µ is the reduced mass and Q is the release en-

ergy of the α decay.

Q = (M−Mα−Md)C
2 . (13)

Ri are the classical turning points. The second and

third turning points of the action integral are evalu-

ated numerically by using the following equations:

V (R2) = Q = V (R3) . (14)

The α decay half-life is then related to the width

by [35]

T1/2 = ~ ln2/Γα . (15)

The preformation factor P of the α cluster is chosen

to be 1 for even-even nuclei, 0.6 for odd-A nuclei, and

P=0.35 for odd-odd nuclei.

3 Results and discussion

We evaluate the second and third turning points

by solving Eq. (14) along with the nuclear poten-

tial and the Coulomb potential given by Eq. (2) and

Eq. (7) respectively, and R1 equals zero. We con-

sider that all the decay processes are zero angular

momentum transfer, spherical charge distribution for

Coulomb potential and M3Y effective interaction for

the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The theoretical α

decay energies used in our present work are taken

from two different mass tables, viz. QMNK
th [21] and

QLMZ
th [22]. In our calculations the values of the renor-

malization factor λ used in calculating the nuclear po-

tentials are varying from 0.51 to 0.58, and it decreases

as the proton numbers increase. The theoretical al-

pha decay half lives obtained with QMNK
th and QLMZ

th

in the area of Z=102–120 are shown in Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2. The results obtained with the two mass for-

mulae show quite different trends: the values of T LMZ
1/2

vary regularly in our calculated regions, the half lives

increase monotonously as a function of the neutron

numbers for all isotope chains due to the value of

QLMZ
th decreasing monotonously. On the contrary, the

values of T MNK
1/2 behave structured.

Fig. 1. Theoretical α-decay half-lives of nuclei

calculated in the PCM with QMNK
th .
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Fig. 2. Theoretical α-decay half-lives of nuclei

calculated in the PCM with QLMZ
th .

To study the prediction power of the theoretical

Q values used in the present work, we compared our

results with the experimental data [3, 36–44]. Fig. 3

shows the comparison between the experimental data

and the theoretical α decay half lives evaluated with

QMNK
th and QLMZ

th . In general the theoretical values

T LMZ
1/2 can reproduce the experimental data reason-

ably. In particular, both of the two theoretical es-

timations can reproduce the experimental data very

well when Z=116. In most cases the theoretical va-

lues T MNK
1/2 overestimated the experimental data. In

some cases, for example, when Z=113 and 114, the

theoretical results deviate from the experimental data

up to two or three orders of magnitude.

We also compare our results calculated by us-

ing QMNK
th [21] with other theoretical evaluations by

Chowdhury, etc. [20] for the even Z nuclei in the area

of Z=102–120. They calculated the α-decay half lives

of super heavy nuclei in the SAFM with DDM3Y in-

teraction and QM
th [23] and QMS

th [24–26]. The compar-

ison between our results and Chowdhury’s is shown

in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 we can see that for each iso-

tope chain the α-decay half lives T MNK
1/2 varying with

respect to the neutron number have a very similar

Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental α decay half-lives T1/2(s) for 50 nuclei. The hollow

columns and the diagonal filled line columns show the calculated half lives in the PCM with M3Y effective

interaction, and QMNK
th or QLMZ

th respectively. The filled columns show the experimental data.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of T MNK
1/2 with TM

1/2 and TMS
1/2 . The rectangles are the α-decay half-lives calculated in

PCM with M3Y interaction and QMNK
th in the present work. The circles and asterisks are evaluated in

SAFM framework with DDM3Y interaction using QM
th and QMS

th , respectively.

trend as T MS
1/2 , but in most cases the former ones are

slightly larger than the latter ones due to the fact

that the decay energies QMNK
th are smaller than QMS

th .

For nuclei with Z=102 and 104, the values of T M
1/2

are very close to those of T MNK
1/2 and T MS

1/2 though they

are different. While the proton number Z increases,

the value of T M
1/2 becomes more and more obviously

deviated from the other two.

The present results of the α decay half lives do

not indicate a pronounced island of increased stabil-

ity around Z=114 or Z=120. In general the α decay

half lives decrease with increasing Z up to Z=120.

This observation is consistent with that observed in

Ref. [20].

4 Summary

We have performed systematic evaluations of the

α-decay half lives for 317 nuclei in the area of Z=102–

120 in the PCM framework with the M3Y interac-

tion and theoretical decay energies QMNK
th and QLMZ

th .

The comparisons of our results with the experimen-

tal data show that the theoretical half lives can re-

produce the experimental data reasonably in most
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cases. We also compared our results obtained by us-

ing QMNK
th with those of Ref. [20] in the SAFM frame-

work with DDM3Y interaction, and QM
th or QMS

th . In

general good agreement is found. In addition, our re-

sults do not indicate that there is a long life island

at Z=114 or 120. The present data will be useful for

further studies of the α-decay half-lives of SHE.
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